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move a die to grid
Move a die from the
corner to blank space of
grid area without
change its orientation.

お ん み ょ う さ い ／ Yin-yang dice

Scoring with the dots and colors of dice, the
first player to win 2 rounds will be the winner.
Each player perform one of 1 〜 3
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move a die by rolling

Move a die in the grid to
each direction by rolling
it.

▶Face up in portrait orientation
▶Can be performed only once in each round.
Play one of follow actions.

act1：Move a die by rolling

Move a die in the grid to each direction
by rolling it.
You can even move it to different height.

・Move to the same height
・Move to the next grid
▶After moving the die, rotate your card to
landscape orientation.

use a card
face up

▶Can’t use this action while the card in landscape orientation
▶Cen’t move a die when there’s another die on it.

Stand
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▶Take a die from the bag and role it. Place it
to the corner without change its orientation.
▶Stand your card when it‘s in landscape orientation.

act2：Put a die into the bag
Put one of the dice back
into the large bag.

lay

Count points when there’s no dice in corners
From

SIDE

❶The number of dots
❷The number of dice of the same
color of your card× 3
Add above 2 as your points

From

ABOVE

▶This scoring is effective even for a die
under anotherone.

Ex. When your card is Kirin(yellow)

The number of dots → 18pt.
2 dice(arrow)‘s color is same as card（yellow）→ 2×3=6pt.
Total 24pt.

Gem chip

▶The highest scored player receives a Gem chip.
▶In the same score, the player who don’t use a card wins.
▶Even in the same condition, both wins and get a Gem chip.
▶When that is the 2nd one for several players, no one get a Gem chip.

❶ Dice at 3 corners
are of the same color
→ 4pt.

❷ 3 dice have the same
number of dots on top.

（Add that dots → 5pt.）

Round2 and later

▶Start from the player after the player who won
in the last round.
▶If you have a Gem chip, put a die of your card color
into the small bag without showing it to other players.

